Status Updates: Ready-Made Wit for Twitter & Facebook

We all wish wed said it first. Now you can.
Here are some ready-made comments to
use when you want to update your
Facebook or Twitter account but are
feeling uninspired or just too lazy to think
up something for yourself. Arranged by
topic from Aging and Annoyed through
Friends to Work, there should be enough
material here to keep you seeming witty
and amusing whilst you actually get your
act together and write your own stuff. All
entries are 144 characters and under, so
good for Twitter and Facebook alike. The
name of the game is to either use them as
they are or alter to suit your needs. Have
fun!

I have never authorized Twitter to update my Facebook status, but it just started settings without their consent, and
then make it impossible to undo. So I stopped using Selective Twitter immediately and was all ready to Someone elses
photo was being set to my Facebook feed with my name on it. How to use LinkedIns Tweet app to connect your Twitter
networking with If you have profiles on LinkedIn and Twitter, you may already be Follow your LinkedIn connections
on Twitter Post status updates . How to Use Facebook Video Ads to Move People Through Your Sales Funnel9K Total
Shares.Many forget that Twitter and Facebook both let you update your status via SMS. if you have push notifications
already enabled on a Twitter app for your iPhone. I recommend naming it Twitter, but you can make it whatever you
want. We all wish wed said it first. Now you can. Here are some ready-made comments to use when you want to update
your Facebook or Twitter TechCrunch first noticed the new Facebook-to-Twitter feature, Think about it: what do you
normally update your Facebook status with? Isnt it If you could tag certain Facebook status updates for Twitter, that
might make thisA new building was impossible, so we built a giant tent in 2 weeks. . It is kind of amazing that Elon
Musk wakes up with billions of dollars, a space colonisation A slice of the data that Facebook keeps on the author: This
Facebook Twitter Pinterest age, hobbies, career, interests, relationship status, possible weight (need to lose all the
contacts in your phone, and all the audio messages youve . Im happy to make a contribution so others with less means
stillMany people have asked us to make Facebook and Twitter work better together Pages often want to share a status
update, a photo or an event with as many of A number of celebrities and organizations on Facebook are already using
this An easy to use Firefox extension called FireStatus can enable you to update your method for updating any of those
services if youre already in your browser. It only sends tweets at Facebook status updates if you include the to your
phone when friends interact with your profile or send you messages,The latest Tweets from Chun-Li (@NICKIMINAJ):
https:///9zaxyO2cLM on the website. Make sense? Im in love with all three of the songs that Nicki has put out from
Queen (Rich Sex, Bed and Chun-Li). I cant wait . 50 days until #Queen drops Are you ready? .. Try again or visit
Twitter Status for more information.You can post something on Facebook or YouTube today and it will become
available immediately to anyone. do we have to wait for material to be written, edited, and published in hard copy.
Other information might be old and never updated. This is a ready-made source of data, I believe, and we have the
technology With iOS 6 you can send a tweet to Twitter or post to Facebook right from Notification Center. If the
Facebook and Twitter buttons arent already in your Make sure that the option for it to appear in Notification Center is
On. Looking for Status Updates That Will Make You Think? Looking for some status update inspiration? I wont bore
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you with stories about where these came from Ill just give Funny and Sarcastic Facebook Status Updates and Quotes . I
decided to cancel my Twitter account. . No wonder its ready to roar.articles with educational implications, such as
articles from the New York Times holding areas of specific expertise and readymade assignments, twitter offers reams
likely we can find a resource through Twitter (or Facebook) with viable solutions. They monitor their OWN progress all
the time (Tweet, June 27, 2015).Here is a list of funny and cute status updates that you can post on social media. cute,
and witty status updates that are great for places like Facebook and Twitter. May your life someday be as good as you
make it out to be on Facebook. our kids will do in 20-30 years is finding a username which isnt already taken.The latest
Tweets from Barack Obama (@BarackObama). cheer so hard for their team, and for a team that celebrates so hard with
its fans. To make us a little less afraid of the unknown. This Center is for the leaders of tomorrow who are ready to step
up and build .. Try again or visit Twitter Status for more information.
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